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Bush once let it slip but got it right; the NATO/US/Banker/Corporatist alliance promoting
permanent WAR, murder and PLUNDER for the personal gain of the elite few, are simply
modern day CRUSADERS -- nothing distinguishes them from the paid mercenaries the
Vatican dispatched to destroy the competing church of Byzantium and relieve it of its
huge stores of gold, silver and other wealth. History records that under the GUISE of
liberating the 'Holy Land' Byzantium was duly sacked and its wealth appropriated by
murdering, thieving MERCENARIES in the service of the Vatican -- the Templars being
the most conspicuous mercenary force answering only to the Pope in Rome!
Byzantium was duly sacked while the ignorant European masses were led to believe that the
Crusades was a noble war to liberate the 'Holy Land' from the heathen 'Turk.'
The Crusades were essentially wars of wealth appropriation (stealing by force) and the elimination
of political competitors, Byzantium in this case. If people cannot draw obvious comparisons with
Banker and Corporatist supported NATO/US wars of aggression and PLUNDER today, they are
either retarded or severely undereducated, which probably accounts for most of the American
population!
Notwithstanding the staggeringly stupid American population, those still able to add 2+2 and see
through the CIA created al-Qaeda (heathen Turk) pretext for PERMANENT WAR/plunder, are
mobilizing to PROTEST the Banker and Corporatist supported NATO/US Crusaders of TODAY -- and
ALL POWER TO THE PROTESTERS!
Most revealing are the security arrangements puppet president Obama's city of Chicago is
implementing in order to safeguard the heinous mass murdering human parasites (scum) that
murder MILLIONS of innocent, men, women and CHILDREN for PROFIT -- God damn them, though
it is clear they have already sold their souls to the darkest forces of the 'underworld!' Enough with
metaphor and back to literal reality.
"War is a racket" and the racketeers are having a summit in Chicago in order to plan the
continuation of their nefarious wars of plunder and profit and to eliminate all competition, enslave
humanity and dominate the GLOBE; aims that clearly identify these sick bastards as the
SOCIOPATHS they are!
Protesting these summits is truly a noble enterprise; however, we should never fall into the trap of
the "protest event" and then go home and talk about what a great protest it was! This is a
SUSTAINED CAMPAIGN to restore OUR WORLD TO SANITY and PEACE and hang the criminal
parasites that feed on the blood of innocents -- NEVER FORGET IT!
All able-bodied people of conscience ACROSS THE GLOBE are welcome, indeed URGED, to
participate and join the FIGHT for their Freedom and the complete elimination of minority social
parasites that have very temporarily hijacked our governments and installed puppet politicians to
serve their evil ambitions! Are you reading this 'Drone,' Obama, 'Carbon Tax,' Gillard, puppet
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Cameron, Merkel and the other bought lackey politicians of the WORLD?
This is a GLOBAL FIGHT against minority criminal forces that recognize no borders or acknowledge
any rights or laws that interfere with their plans. A GLOBAL attack CLEARLY requires a GLOBAL
RESPONSE; we must NEVER allow these heinous minority forces to divide us on racial, religious or
by any other means; elites view ALL humanity with utter contempt, as one mass of EXPENDABLE
beasts of burden -- are you reading this Rockefellers/Rothschilds?
To all invading, occupying mercenary soldiers, know that you fight DISHONORABLE Corporate wars
for PROFIT; and to ALL police and other State regulatory forces, KNOW that you serve criminal
elites that would have you foolishly fight your own brothers and sisters.
In every corner of the known world people are turning on the corrupt criminal class that use State
institutions to achieve their nefarious ends. Your time has come, the entire WORLD is WAKING to
you faster than you can deceive and maintain your charade. STOP NATO -- stop criminal wars for
profit and RESTORE sanity to OUR world!
Excerpts from various sources follow:
Thousands plan protests against NATO
The Coalition Against NATO/G8 War & Poverty issued a statement, saying:
"The city has carried out a campaign to intimidate and vilify protesters,
claiming that protests lead to violence. In fact, the main source of violence in
the world today is the wars being waged by NATO and the US."
"We will march in May during the NATO meeting to deliver our message:
Jobs, Housing, Healthcare, Education, Our Pensions, the Environment: Not
War!"
"We and tens of thousands will be in the streets that day for a family friendly
rally and march, with cries so loud they will be heard in Camp David and
across the globe. We will be in the streets that day to fight for our future,
and speak out against the wars and their cutbacks are designed to benefit
the 1% at the expense of the 99% of the world."
Chicago is NATO's 25th summit. It's a first for Chicago. It may be the city's greatest ever
security challenge. Before it ends, violent crackdowns may exceed past large events.
Three main themes are stressed:
(1) "the Alliance's commitment to Aghanistan through transition and beyond;
(2) ensuring the Alliance has the capabilities it needs to defend its
population and territory, and to deal with the challenges of the 21st century;
and
(3) strengthening NATO's network of partners across the globe."
NATO commits to supporting Afghanistan beyond 2014. Permanent occupations are
planned for all conquered nations and plans to contain/attack any nation (Russia, China)
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that poses a threat to NATO's militaristic expansion will be reviewed -- and to hell with
civilian (slave) casualties! It's the same poison wherever it appears.

http://globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=30808
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